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Abstract: The most serious of these is to stimulate the development of sustainable and, at the same
time, environmentally friendly systems. Therefore, this study aimed to determine the effect of two
biostimulants on the bean yield and fiber fractions in seeds: neutral-detergent fiber, acid-detergent
fiber, lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose. The field experiment performed in 2016–2018 in Poland.
Over the growing season, plants were treated with biostimulants seaweed extracts (concentrations of
0.7% and 1%) and amino acids (0.3% and 0.5%) based products. Plants were sprayed a single time in
the Biologische Bundesanstalt, Bundessortenamt and Chemical industry (BBCH) 13–15 phenological
phases and a double spray in the BBCH 13–15 and 61. The study showed a significant increase in bean
yield (average 32.08% compare to control) when seaweed extracts was used in the form of a double
spray at a higher concentration. In the case of the application of amino acids-based product, the best
results (increase of 21.97%) were obtained using a double spray at a lower concentration. It was found
that the tested biostimulants changed the fiber fractions of bean seeds. The acid-detergent fiber (ADF)
content was the highest (average increase of 2%) after double plant treatment with seaweed extracts
based product. While the increased concentration of neutral-detergent fiber (NDF) (over 4%) resulted
from double spraying with lower concentration of this biostimulant. The increase in the lignin (ADL)
(1.12%), hemicellulose (HCEL) (4.54%), and cellulose (CEL) (0.91%) represented plant response to
the double application of this biostimulant in the higher concentration. The results indicated also
that the use of amino acids-based product caused an increase in the ADF (0.28%), NDF (10.27%),
ADL (0.63%), and HCEL (9.99%) contents in bean seeds as an effect of double plant treatment with
this biostimulant at lower concentration.

Keywords: biostimulant; neutral-detergent fiber; acid-detergent fiber; lignin; cellulose; hemicellulose;
seed; yield

1. Introduction

Today, agriculture faces many challenges. The most serious of these is to stimulate the development
of sustainable and, at the same time, environmentally friendly systems that will aid in feeding the
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growing world population. The global decline in arable land coupled with approaching the verge
of plant genetic potential depletion set new goals for agriculture, related to the development of
new methods (but not through genetic manipulation) that would allow increasing and protecting
crop yields [1–5]. According to Eckardt et al. [6], agricultural production cannot rely only on
increasing crop yields but also on improving their quality, especially in adverse environmental
conditions. Only this comprehensive approach to the tasks of agriculture, while respecting the natural
environment, will contribute to obtaining higher income for farmers, precisely because of the increase
in yield and storage possibilities for crops. It will also allow the production of food of appropriate
nutritional quality [7]. According to Kyriacou and Rouphael [8] the quality of crops “constitutes
a dynamic composite of their physicochemical properties and consumer perception”. Defining quality
is an extremely difficult task, but the basis of efforts to improve and configure crop quality are the
genotypic and agrienvironmental factors.

Currently, it seems that one of the most innovative and promising solutions for these important
challenges is the use of plant biostimulants. Regulation (EU) 2019/1009 of the European Parliament and
Council (EC) defines plant biostimulants as “EU fertilizing product able to stimulate plant nutrition
processes independently of the product’s nutrient content with the sole aim of improving one or
more of the following characteristics of the plant or the plant rhizosphere: (1) nutrient use efficiency,
(2) tolerance to abiotic stress, (3) quality traits, or (4) availability of confined nutrients in the soil or
rhizosphere” [9].

On a global scale, the practical application of biostimulants in crop cultivation increases every
year due to their potency to increase plant production. Godlewska and Ciepiela [10] explain this by the
fact that this new agronomic practice allows reducing dependence on expensive mineral fertilizers and
plant protection products, which additionally adversely affect the soil environment. In the literature,
biostimulants have already gained the title of a new category of agricultural production means,
improving the tolerance of plants to abiotic and biotic stress. The characteristics of their bioactive
components, explanation of the mechanisms of their action, and evaluation of plant responses at various
levels, including physiological, morphological, biochemical, and metabolomic ones, are currently in
the focus of interest of many scientists from around the world. This scientific approach and knowledge
resulting from ample studies (including those in real field conditions) allow for increasingly broad and
conscious use of such products in agricultural practice [11].

The most commonly used biostimulants are based on humic compounds, amino acids, or seaweed
extracts [12]. However, recent research also shows the biostimulatory potential of microalgae (eukaryotic
and prokaryotic cyanobacteria). While it is known that microalgae produce bioactive compounds,
their practical testing in crops has only just begun [13,14]. Many studies on the latter indicate that
they can stimulate plant growth and development, increase photosynthetic activity and resistance to
fungi, bacteria, and viruses, and tolerance to adverse environmental conditions, thereby improving
the yield and productivity of many crops [15–19]. This is because the seaweed-based biostimulants
contain cytokinins, auxins, or other hormone-like substances [20]. Plant growth stimulation and
increased plant resistance to stress have also been reported after using biostimulants containing protein
hydrolysates and free amino acids. Some research results indicate that the positive effect on plant
growth and development may be due to the nutritional effect of an additional nitrogen source [21].
The conclusions of such studies indicate that plants can readily absorb amino acids and peptides
contained in biostimulants, and this in turn, in adverse environmental conditions, leads to the induction
of several plant defense reactions, by increasing plant tolerance to salinity, drought, and reduced or
elevated temperature [19,22–28].

Bean grown for dry seeds is widely recognized and used because of their nutritional value, mainly
due to their protein content. Bean seeds contain approximately 90% dry matter, including approximately
60% carbohydrates (mainly starch—approximately 40% and dietary fiber—approximately 16%),
approximately 22% protein, and mineral salts [29].
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In terms of carbohydrate content, 100 g of raw bean seeds contain 52–76 g of these essential
components. Starch is the major carbohydrate fraction [30], but bean seeds also contain slowly
digestible carbohydrates and a high percentage of non-digestible carbohydrates that can be fermented
in the human large intestine. These non-digestible sugars include, among others, resistant starch,
soluble and insoluble dietary fiber, and non-digestible oligosaccharides [31]. However, many literature
works emphasize the high content of dietary fiber in bean seeds (two to three times higher per 100 g of
the edible portion than in other basic foodstuffs), whose main constituents include pectins, pentosans,
hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin [30,32,33]. The American Association of Cereal Chemists (AACC)
defined the concept of dietary fiber as “an edible part of plants or analogously carbohydrates resistant
to digestion and absorption in the small intestine, which are fully or partially fermented in the large
intestine” [34]. Dietary fiber plays a crucial role in developing food structure, carbohydrate availability,
and, thus, in the glycemic index of food [33].

In addition, bean seeds are classified as functional foods because they contain bioactive
phytochemicals such as polyphenols, tannins, and fiber fractions [35–37]. However, according
to Chávez-Mendoza and Sánchez [33], such a favorable chemical composition of bean seeds does
not currently translate into their increased consumption. Numerous studies emphasize the need to
promote such products in human nutrition in response to the increased incidence of chronic diseases,
including cancer, obesity, and cardiovascular diseases [38]. Today, growing scientific evidence indicates
the essential role of bioactive compounds, the fiber in particular, in the prevention and treatment of
diseases, due to their beneficial effect on health [33,39].

Considering the above, it becomes justified to use biostimulants in the cultivation of bean,
which represents plants nutritionally valuable but sensitive to fluctuating environmental conditions
(has high thermal and light requirements), which, by causing stress reactions, lead to reduced yield
in field conditions. According to Karr-Lilienthal et al. [40], fiber composition may be influenced by
plant cultivar as well as growing conditions, including soil type, fertilizer or biostimulant application,
and climatic conditions such as drought and/or rainy weather. Joubert and Lefranc [41] also proved
that the active ingredients of biostimulants based on seaweed extracts and amino acids exhibit the
activity of phytoactivators, whose action may consist in modifying the chemical composition of treated
plants, including their fiber content.

This study was undertaken to test the hypothesis that the use of biostimulants based on amino
acids and seaweed extracts can not only improve bean yield but also affect the content of bioactive
compounds in bean seeds. Therefore, this study aimed to determine the effect of two biostimulants in the
yield of bean, as well as on selected components and metabolic parameters of the yield (fiber fractions
in seeds, including neutral-detergent fiber, acid-detergent fiber, lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

A field experiment was performed in the years 2016–2018 in Perespa village (50◦66′ N; 23◦63′ E,
Poland) with common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) of Mexican Black cultivar. The experiment was
established in a random block design, in 4 replications, on experimental plots with the surface area of
10 m2. Bean was cultivated on the soil belonging to the Gleyic Phaeozems, which was characterized by
an alkaline pH (pH in 1 M KCl: 7.4–7.5). Contents of available nutrients in the soil were at medium
levels: P (5.5–6.2 mg P in 100 g of soil), K (12.7–14.3 mg K in 100 g of soil), Mg (6.2–6.8 mg Mg in
100 g of soil), and N (8.1–9.3 mg N–NO3 + N–NH4 in 100 g of soil). Bean seeds were sown on the
2 May, 2016, 2017, and 2018, with 3.5 cm gaps in rows with 45 cm spacing. No herbicides were used,
and weeds were removed mechanically and manually. In particular growing seasons, bean plants
were sprayed with Kelpak SL (seaweed extracts - based product) and Terra Sorb Complex (amino
acids-based product) biostimulants, according to the scheme presented in Table 1. Plants sprayed with
water (being a solvent to the biostimulants used) served as the control.
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In Biologische Bundesanstalt, Bundessortenamt and Chemical industry (BBCH) 89, after the pods
maturation, plants were collected from each plot for analysis (20 plants per experimental unit).

Biostimulants were used in terms when the foliar application of microelements is recommended.
Their doses were established based on the authors’ experience from previous investigations [42,43].

Table 1. Plant developmental stages and dates of biostimulant application.
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Biostimulant Composition [17,28]

Number of Sprays
and Plant

Developmental
Stages (BBCH) in

which the
Biostimulants Were

Applied
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Solution/Working

Pressure
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Auxins (11 mg dm−3), cytokinins
(0.031 mg dm−3), alginates (1.5 g L−1), amino

acids (total 441.3 mg 100 g−1), mannitol
(2261 mg L−1), neutral sugars (1.08 g L−1).
Macro-elements (N 0.09%, P 90.7 mg kg−1,

K 7163.3 mg kg−1, Ca 190.4 mg kg−1,
Mg 337.2 mg kg−1, Na 1623.7 mg kg−1).

Microelements Mn 17.3 mg kg−1,
Fe 40.7 mg kg−1, Cu 13.5 mg kg−1,
Zn 17.0 mg kg−1, B 33.0 mg kg−1)

Single spraying:
BBCH 13–15 (LSS) 0.7%

300 L·ha−1/
0.30 MPa

Single spraying:
BBCH 13–15 (HSS) 1.0%

Double spraying:
BBCH 13–15, BBCH

61 (LDS)
0.7%

Double spraying:
BBCH 13–15, BBCH

61 (HDS)
1.0%
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Aliphatic amino acids (glycine, alanine,
valine, leucine, isoleucine, proline).

Hydroxy-amino acids (serine, threonine).
S-containing amino acids (cysteine,
methionine). Aromatic amino acids

(phenylalanine, tryptophan, tyrosine). Acidic
amino acids (aspartic acid, glutamic acid).

Basic amino acids (histidine, arginine, lysine).
Organic N (5.0%), B (1.5%), Mg (0.8%),

Fe (1%), Zn (0.1%), Mn (0.1%), Mo (0.001%),
and many micro-elements

Single spraying:
BBCH 13–15 (LSS) 0.3%

300 L·ha−1/
0.30 MPa

Single spraying:
BBCH 13–15 (HSS) 0.5%

Double spraying:
BBCH 13–15, BBCH

61 (LDS)
0.3%

Double spraying:
BBCH 13–15, BBCH

61 (HDS)
0.5%

BBCH—Biologische Bundesanstalt, Bundessortenamt and Chemical industry; BBCH 13–15—3 leaves unfolded.
BBCH 61—beginning of flowering: approximately 10% of flowers open. LSS, lower concentration single spraying;
HSS, higher concentration single spraying; LDS, lower concentration double spraying; HDS, higher concentration
double spraying.

Average temperatures and rainfall in three growing seasons of bean are presented in Table 2.
The meteorological data for the field experiment come from weather station (W200P, Vector Instruments
Ltd., Rhyl, UK) was located in the experimental field, in which the experiment was carried out, at 210 m
above sea level.

Table 2. Temperature (T) and rainfall in growing seasons 2016–2018.

Month

Year Average from 2002
to 20152016 2017 2018

T (◦C)
Average

(min/max)

Rainfall
(mm)

T (◦C)
Average

(min/max)

Rainfall
(mm)

T (◦C)
Average

(min/max)

Rainfall
(mm) T (◦C) Rainfall

(mm)

IV 9.2
(−1.2/22.6) 68.4 7.7

(−1.6/23.3) 37.2 11.5
(−1.0/23.1) 29.6 8.6 41.9

V 13.8
(2.6/26.7) 61.3 13.7

(−1.4/26.9) 100.0 14.2
(1.9/25.8) 54.7 12.6 64.1

VI 18.1
(4.2/31.5) 97.1 18.3

(5.7/30.2) 38.6 18.0
(5.2/30.6) 77.1 17.8 68.3

VII 19.5
(8.8/31.2) 107.6 18.5

(5.3/32.9) 61.1 19.1
(7.6/32.4) 93.7 18.8 79.4

VIII 18.2
(7.1/30.7) 95.3 19.5

(4.3/34.4) 25.5 19.8
(6.3/31.9) 64.5 19.5 71.5

IX 15.2
(1.6/28.7) 41.2 13.2

(−0.3/27.3) 100.4 15.1
(1.9/26.9) 44.3 14.0 69.6

Average/Total 17.1 470.9 15.2 362.8 16.3 363.9 15.2 394.8
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2.2. Plant Yielding

Determinations were conducted for: pod number per 1 m2, seed number per 1 m2, seed weight
per 1 m2, and thousand seed weight.

2.3. Dietary Fiber Analysis

Ground bean seeds were determined for contents of the following dietary fiber fractions:
neutral-detergent fiber (NDF), acid-detergent fiber (ADF), and lignin (ADL). Determinations were
conducted in three replications, according to the Van Soest et al. [44] method using filtration bags and
Ankom apparatus (Ankom220, Macedon, NY, USA). The NDF content was evaluated using a solution
of neutral detergent (sodium-lauryl sulfate, ethylenediamine tetra acetic disodium salt, sodium borate,
di-basic sodium phosphate, and triethylene glycol), alpha-amylase (17,400 liquid units/mL, FAA
Ankom Technology, Macedon, NY, USA), and sodium sulfite (FSS Ankom Technology). The ADF
content was determined using an acid detergent (trimethylammonium bromide, standardized sulfuric
(VI) acid). After examining the ADF content, the lignin content was assayed in bean samples using
a standardized solution of sulfuric (VI) acid (Ankom Technology, FSA 72). The difference between the
contents of NDF and ADF fractions was used to compute the hemicellulose (HCEL) concentration,
and the difference between the contents of ADF and lignin (ADL) served to calculate the cellulose
(CEL) concentration in bean samples.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Analyses were performed in three replications for each growing season. The Shapiro–Wilk test
was used to evaluate the normal distribution of data. Results were analyzed using the one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA). The significance of differences between mean values was estimated based on
Tukey confidence intervals, at a significance level of p < 0.05. The statistical analysis was performed
using Statistica 13.3 software (TIBCO Software Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA).

3. Results

The foliar application of biostimulants based on seaweed and amino acids in the cultivation of
common bean of Mexican Black cultivar modified the biometric traits and the yield of seeds (Table 3).
In all of the study years, the double application of Kelpak preparation in the higher concentration
caused increase of thousand seed weight compared to the control and the other combinations. In
2016, the application of Terra Sorb Complex preparation had a negative effect on thousand seed
weight, whereas in 2017 and 2018 its double application in the higher concentration decreased its value
compared to the control and the other combinations.

Table 3. Effect of biostimulant treatment on the biometric traits of bean.

Parameters

B
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st
im
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an

t
Tr
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tm

en
t

Biostimulant

Kelpak SL Terra Sorb Complex

Season
Average

Season
Average

2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018

1000 seed weight
(g 1000−1)

C 177.1 bA 152.8 aB 151.7 abB 160.5 a 177.1 aA 152.8 aB 151.7 aB 160.5 a
LSS 167.2 cdA 148.9 abC 156.4 aB 157.5 a 167.2 cbA 155.4 aA 154.9 aA 159.2 a
HSS 166.5dA 138.4 bA 138.0 bA 147.6 a 159.3 cA 158.5 aA 147.7 aA 155.2 a
LDS 172.2 bA 147.0 abB 158.6 aB 159.3 a 171.9 abA 153.6 aB 152.5 aB 159.3 a
HDS 182.8 aA 155.7 aB 159.3 aB 165.9 a 168.7 bA 137.0 bB 137.1 bB 147.6 a

Seed yield
(g m−2)

C 247.9 cC 278.4dB 316.2 cA 280.8 b 247.9 c 278.4 c 316.2 c 280.8 a
LSS 320.3 bB 359.9 abB 393.9 abAB 358.0 a 258.0 bB 329.8 bA 340.8 bA 309.5 a
HSS 322.5 bA 319.2 cA 334.3 bcA 325.3 a 266.7 bB 393.6 aA 358.2 abA 339.5 a
LDS 330.2 abB 330.7 bcB 411.9 aA 357.6 a 284.1 aB 381.1 aA 362.4 aA 342.5 a
HDS 338.6 aA 370.1 aA 403.9 aA 370.9 a 257.8 bB 334.5 bA 340.6 bA 311.0 a

Number of pods
(per m−2)

C 349dB 421 cA 427 cA 399 b 349 cB 421 cA 427 cA 399 b
LSS 490 cA 600 aA 627 aA 572 a 494 bA 483 cA 505 bA 494 ab
HSS 576 bA 584 aA 587 abA 582 a 517 abB 663 aA 655 aA 612 a
LDS 654dA 491 bA 585 abA 577 a 515 abB 704 aA 690 aA 636 a
HDS 551 bA 556 aA 557 bA 555 a 520 aA 578 bA 567 aA 555 ab
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Table 3. Cont.

Parameters

B
io

st
im
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t
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t

Biostimulant

Kelpak SL Terra Sorb Complex

Season
Average

Season
Average

2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018

Number of seeds
(per m−2)

C 1399 cB 1822dA 2084 bA 1768 a 1399 cB 1822 cA 2084 cA 1768 a
LSS 1915 aB 2415 aA 2518 aA 2283 a 1543 bB 1969 cA 2050 cA 1854 a
HSS 1937 aB 2308 bcA 2425 aA 2223 a 1675 aB 2799 bA 2815 bA 2430 a
LDS 1917 aC 2248 cB 2588 aA 2251 a 1652 aB 2985 aA 2992 aA 2543 a
HDS 1852 bB 2376 abA 2535 aA 2254 a 1528 bB 2740 bA 2830 bA 2366 a

Abbreviations: C—control; LSS—lower concentration single spraying; LDS—lower concentration double spraying;
HSS—higher concentration single spraying; HDS—higher concentration double spraying. Means in the columns,
followed by different small letters are significantly different at p < 0.05 (effect of biostimulant treatment). Means in
the rows, followed by different big letters are significantly different at p < 0.05 (effect of season).

In each study year, the foliar application of Kelpak SL and Terra Sorb Complex significantly
increased bean seed yield compared to the control treatment. In the case of Kelpak SL, the most
beneficial appeared to be its double application in the higher concentration. In turn, in the case of
Terra Sorb Complex, the best effects were achieved upon double plant spraying with it at its lower
concentration. The seed yield increase was due to the positive plant response to the treatment with
these biostimulants that was reflected in an increased pod number, and seed number compared to the
control combination.

Application of Terra Sorb Complex generally contributed to a decreased content of acid-detergent
fiber in bean seeds compared to the control treatment (Figure 1). A value similar to that determined
for the control seeds was obtained only after double plant spraying with this preparation in its lower
concentration (average 2016–2018). The foliar application of Terra Sorb Complex biostimulant in
common bean cultivation caused significantly changes in ADF content in seeds in each growing
season. In 2016 and 2017, the double plant treatment with this biostimulant in its higher concentration,
was more effective in increasing the ADF content of bean seeds compared to the other tested treatments.
On the other hand in the third growing season, an increase in ADF after the use of Terra Sorb Complex
was the highest after double plant treatment with working solutions in the lower concentrations.Agronomy 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 18 
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Figure 1. Effect of biostimulants treatment on the acid-detergent fiber (ADF) content in common bean
seeds. Abbreviations: C, control; LSS, lower concentration single spraying; LDS, lower concentration
double spraying; HSS higher concentration single spraying; HDS, higher concentration double spraying.
Means followed by different small letters are significantly different at p < 0.05 (effect of biostimulant
treatment). Means, followed by different big letters are significantly different at p < 0.05 (effect of season).
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Opposite observations were made for Kelpak SL biostimulant which caused an increase in ADF
content in seeds from all combinations compared to the control seeds (Figure 1, average 2016–2018).
The greatest increase in ADF content was determined in the seeds from plants double-sprayed with
this biostimulant in the higher concentration, i.e., 1%. The analysis of growing seasons demonstrated
the highest value of ADF in 2016 and 2018. The greatest increase in ADF content of bean seeds was
due to the double plant treatment with Kelpak SL in its lower (2016) and higher concentration (2018).
Meteorological conditions of the growing season of 2016 had a more beneficial effect on the content
of this fiber fraction, as they ensured the highest ADF content in bean seeds compared to the other
study years. In 2016, during the growing season, occurred favorable water conditions, resulting from
even rainfall. In the last month, the amount of rainfall was the lowest, which had a positive effect on
the quality of seeds. In 2016, compared to the other two years, the highest average temperature was
recorded (Table 2). The application of Kelpak SL increased significantly this value. In turn, in 2017 the
ADF content determined in bean seeds was lower than in the other study years. The increase in the
ADF content of bean seeds in the second year of the experiment, represented plant response to the
double application of this biostimulant in the lower concentration.

Considering the detergent-neutral fraction of dietary fiber, its content in bean seeds was found to
depend on biostimulant type (Figure 2). The use of Kelpak SL preparation resulted in NDF content
increase compared to the control seeds, regardless of the number of its applications and its concentration
(the differences observed in NDF content of bean seeds were statistically insignificant for the average
2016–2018). The greatest increase was determined after double plant spraying with this biostimulant
in its higher concentration.
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Figure 2. Effect of biostimulants treatment on the neutral-detergent fiber (NDF) content in common bean
seeds. Abbreviations: C—control; LSS—lower concentration single spraying; LDS—lower concentration
double spraying; HSS—higher concentration single spraying; HDS—higher concentration double
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The content of neutral-detergent fiber in bean seeds was the highest in 2016. In the case of Kelpak
SL preparations, the neutral-detergent fiber content determined after double application of their higher
concentrations, was higher than in the other study years. As in the case of NDF analysis in 2018,
bean plants respond to Kelpak SL treatment with a change in neutral-detergent fiber content similar to
the first year of the experiment. An opposite observation was made after the use of Kelpak SL in 2017,
where the content of NDF increased after single foliar application of 0.7% Kelpak SL solution.
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When analyzing the three-year averages, it was observed that double bean plant treatment with
Terra Sorb Complex contributed to an increase in NDF fraction content in bean seeds compared to the
control treatment, with the greatest increase observed upon the use of the biostimulant in the lower
concentration (LDS). The greatest increase in neutral-detergent fiber content of bean seeds was noted
2017, due to the double plant treatment with Terra Sorb Complex in both tested concentration. In 2016,
the NDF content determined in seeds was higher after both form of biostimulant spraying with lower
concentration of working solutions. In the third year of the experiment a highest increase in the NDF
content of bean seeds represented plant response to the double application of Terra Sorb Complex in
the lower concentration.

The analysis of the bean response to the Terra Sorb Complex biostimulant showed a significantly
increase in the content of lignin only in the seeds of the plant twice sprayed with this preparation at
a lower concentration compared to the control seeds (Figure 3). This trend in the obtained results was
observed in each year of the field experiment. In the other combinations, ADL contents were not higher
than in the control samples. A significant decrease in ADL content (average 2016–2018) was determined
after single application of this preparation in the higher concentration (HSS). When analyzing the
three-year averages, it was observed an opposite tendency was observed for the combinations with
Kelpak SL. In their case, ADL content increased compared to the control seeds in all combinations
tested, and the magnitude of the increase was found to depend on the number of applications and
concentration of biostimulant. The greatest increase in lignin content was determined after use Kelpak
SL in the form of double spraying in higher concentration. Statistical analysis of the three-year averages,
however, did not reveal any significant differences in ADL content compared to the control combination
(Figure 3). Additionally, the detailed analysis of the results from the three-year experiment showed
that there were significant differences in ADL content between control samples and plants treated with
Kelpak SL preparation in each growing season. A significant increase in ADL content was determined
in 2017 and 2016 after double foliar application of Kelpak SL, respectively, in the higher and lower
concentration. Whereas, in 2018, the highest lignin content in seeds was noted after single treatment of
bean plants by this biostimulant in lower concentration of working solution.
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Figure 3. Effect of biostimulants treatment on the lignin (ADL) content in common bean seeds.
Abbreviations: C—control; LSS—lower concentration single spraying; LDS—lower concentration
double spraying; HSS—higher concentration single spraying; HDS—higher concentration double
spraying. Means followed by different small letters are significantly different at p < 0.05 (effect of
biostimulant treatment). Means, followed by different big letters are significantly different at p < 0.05
(effect of season).
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The complex assessment of the effect of the biostimulants differing in composition on the content
of lignin in bean seeds demonstrated a higher efficacy of the Kelpak SL preparation. In addition, higher
lignin contents were achieved in seeds in 2016 compared to the other study years.

Hemicellulose (HCEL) content of bean seeds was determined from the difference between contents
of the neutral-detergent fiber (NDF) and acid-detergent fiber (ADF) fractions. The application of Kelpak
SL biostimulant was observed to increase HCEL content of the seeds compared to the non-treated
samples (average 2016–2018) (Figure 4). A significant increase in HCEL in 2016 and 2018 years content
was determined after double application of this preparation in its higher concentration. In the 2017
year, the highest HCEL level in seeds was found after single application of this preparation in its
lower concentration.
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Figure 4. Effect of biostimulants treatment on the hemicellulose (HCEL) content in common bean seeds.
Abbreviations: C—control; LSS—lower concentration single spraying; LDS—lower concentration
double spraying; HSS—higher concentration single spraying; HDS—higher concentration double
spraying. Means followed by different small letters are significantly different at p < 0.05 (effect of
biostimulant treatment). Means, followed by different big letters are significantly different at p < 0.05
(effect of season).

However, after the application of the Terra Sorb Complex biostimulant, high variability in the
content of hemicellulose in seeds was observed. Plant treatment with Terra Sorb Complex biostimulant
in 2016 year in the form of a single spraying in its higher concentration contributed to hemicellulose
content decrease compared to the control seeds. In the other combinations, HCEL content was observed
to increase, compared to the control. The highest content of HCEL was noted in 2017, after single plant
treatment with Terra Sorb Complex in higher concentration. In the first and third growing season,
the highest increase was also noted but after respectively single and double plant treatment with this
biostimulant in its lower concentration.

Statistical analysis of the three-year averages, indicate significant differences in ADL content in
seeds plant sprayed with Terra Sorb Complex compared to the control combination (Figure 4).

The analysis of the three-year averages shows the use of the biostimulant containing free amino
acids decreased cellulose content of the seeds, regardless of the number of its applications and its
concentration (Figure 5). The greatest decrease was demonstrated in each year of the experiment,
after single spraying of plants with 0.5% Terra Sorb Complex (HSS). On the other hand the obtained
results shows that in some combinations was noted the increase of CEL content. In 2016, the highest
level of CEL was observed in seeds after single plant treatment by this biostimulant in its lower
concentration. Whereas the similar tendency was demonstrated in 2017 and 2018 but after different
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plant treatments. In this case the highest increase of cellulose was noted after double plant spraying
with Terra Sorb Complex in its higher concentration.
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Figure 5. Effect of biostimulants treatment on the cellulose (CEL) content in common bean seeds.
Abbreviations: C—control; LSS—lower concentration single spraying; LDS—lower concentration
double spraying; HSS—higher concentration single spraying; HDS—higher concentration double
spraying. Means followed by different small letters are significantly different at p < 0.05 (effect of
biostimulant treatment). Means, followed by different big letters are significantly different at p < 0.05
(effect of season).

In contrast, plant treatment with Kelpak SL contributed generally to an increase in cellulose
content of the seeds (average 2016–2018). However, CEL content decreased in three combinations:
in 2016 for HSS and in 2017 for LSS and LDS. The analysis of the average results shows that the increase
was statistically insignificant compared to the control seeds (Figure 5). In 2016 and 2017, the highest
increase of CEL in seeds was contributed to the single plant spraying with respectively lower and
higher concentration of Kelpak SL. In the third growing season, after double plant treatment with 1%
biostimulant the highest level of cellulose was noted.

4. Discussion

Considering the fact that plants are exposed to a variety of abiotic and biotic stresses that
significantly reduce both the productivity and the quality of crops, the use of biostimulants has been
proposed as one of the practical strategies in the agroecological crop management. The goal of such
agroeconomic treatment is primarily to increase crop yield, while reducing production costs and
increasing the efficiency of inputs. At the same time, the implementation of the strategies involving the
use of natural preparations as plant growth promoters does not upset to environmental homeostasis [45],
which in turn results in the reduced use of chemical fertilizers and by this means facilitates environment
protection [46,47]. Results of the field experiment presented in this paper demonstrate that the use
of Terra Sorb Complex and Kelpak SL biostimulants in bean cultivation may ensure higher plant
tolerance to stress factors due to their multi-faceted action at both the biochemical and physiological
level. In particular, study results prove the significant biostimulating effect on a few variables tested,
including biometric traits, yield, as well as the nutraceutical potential of seeds. In the case of both
biostimulants tested, various responses of plants were observed compared to the control combinations.
Therefore, results obtained in the study confirm biostimulants’ potency to increase crop effectiveness.
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It needs to be emphasized, however, that the biological effects exerted by their active compounds are
distinctly different from these evoked by conventional fertilizers [16].

Our research confirmed results of many works that biostimulants properly applied in crops
sensitive to stress would increase their yield compared to control treatment. We have also shown that
biostimulants improve the structural elements of yield. However, the most exciting element of our
research were the results concerning dietary fiber content in bean seeds harvested from crops treated
with biostimulants, which showed changes contents of individual fiber fractions. When planning the
research, our priority was not to determine the total content of dietary fiber in the seed yield produced,
but above all, to determine its fractional composition because individual fiber fractions exert a variety
of effects in the human body. In recent years, a significant deficiency of dietary fiber in the people diet
has become visible, which mainly applies to developed countries [48]. The interest in food fiber has
been increasing continuously since the mid-1960s. It was shown that individual components of the
dietary fiber bind a number of substances, including cholesterol and stomach acids. Celluloses and
lignin have a high metal binding capacity [49–51]. On the other hand, the NDF and ADF fractions act
at the physiological level, improving digestibility, mineral availability, and additionally influencing
a number of nutrient interactions [52].

The properties of hemicellulose can also play an important role in human physiology. This fiber
fraction is significantly degraded in the colon and increases stool production. However, its most
important function is its ability to bind ions and retain water [53].

The beneficial effect of the fiber fraction was indicated in studies by Hillman et al., who showed
that dietary supplementation with maximum tolerated amounts of pectin, cellulose, or lignin is
associated with significant changes in serum cholesterol levels in healthy people [54].

That is why, in our research, we presented the contents of NDF, ADF, ADL, HCEL, and CEL
fractions. The major fraction turned out to be the neutral-detergent fiber (NDF), which is the sum
of hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin. The second fraction in terms of the content in seeds was
the acid-detergent fiber (ADF), which is the sum of lignin and cellulose. Bean seeds, derived from
crops treated with biostimulants, had higher levels of both mentioned fractions compared to the
control samples, especially after double plant treatment with tested biostimulants. Unfortunately,
the available literature on the use of biostimulants lacks information about whether and how their
application affects the crop’s fiber content. In turn, the research results presented by Godlewska
and Ciepiela [55] indicate that tested grass species treatment with the Kelpak biostimulant led
to a reduction in their NDF and ADF fiber fraction content compared to the control. However,
these authors emphasize the sparsity of relevant literature available, which made a discussion on
this topic impossible. Our study’s results were inconsistent with findings reported by Godlewska
and Ciepiela [55], as we have demonstrated in the most of tested combinations an increase in dietary
fiber fraction content upon the application of biostimulants. Additionally, based on the average
results, we have shown changes in hemicellulose content. This could be because the application of
biostimulants based on amino acids and seaweeds stimulates the primary and secondary metabolism
in plants by improving the absorption and assimilation of nutrients. As a result, the synthesis and
accumulation of phytochemicals are promoted as well [26,56–63]. An increase in not only crop
productivity but also in contents of individual fiber fractions in the crop induced by such biostimulants
may be associated with several direct and indirect interactive mechanisms, including the stimulation of
enzymatic activities related to carbon and nitrogen metabolism, Krebs cycle, and glycolysis, and with
the induction of the hormone-like activity [64–67]. These statements are reflected in the research of
Hammad and Ali [68]. They have emphasized that the use of amino acid-containing biostimulants is
extremely beneficial in plant cultivation because these compounds participate in the biosynthesis of
many different non-protein nitrogenous compounds. In addition, the biostimulants are a rich natural
source of many growth-promoting substances, including cytokinins, gibberellins, auxins, and many
nutrients including carbohydrates and nucleic acids [69]. El-Nabarawy [70] has also emphasized the
importance and role of bioactive compounds of biostimulants that are involved in enzymatic processes,
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being of great importance for the synthesis of many other compounds. In addition, Abbas [71] has
mentioned that the positive response of plants to the application of biostimulants can be attributed
to the regulation of phytohormone activity [68]. It should also be pinpointed that the induction of
fiber synthesis and differentiation into individual fractions in plants is controlled by plant hormones,
including auxin (produced in the leaves), as well as gibberellin and cytokinin (produced in the
roots) [72,73]. Increased contents of particular fiber fractions in bean seeds may be due to the action
of auxins and gibberellins, which control the formation and structure of lignins in the cell walls [74].
Both these phytohormones are considered specific signaling compounds, which induce the process of
fiber synthesis and accumulation in various components of plant cells and tissues [75,76].

The observed changes in bean seeds’ fiber content may be due to the biologically active substances
they contain. Biostimulants’ application could have contributed to the activation of precursors
of active gibberellin compounds, affecting the growth and development processes throughout the
plant’s life cycle [77,78]. Therefore, the use of biostimulants, rich in active compounds or activating
compounds, makes plants respond to this agronomic practice with accelerated and increased growth,
and enhanced fiber accumulation [76]. This has been evidenced in scientific research [79]. The authors
emphasize that biostimulants influence many metabolic pathways at the molecular level, including the
biosynthesis pathway of gibberellins responsible for fiber synthesis and regulated mainly by three
2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases, i.e., GA 20 oxidase, GA 3 oxidase, and GA 2 oxidase [80,81].
The first two enzymes catalyze the last two stages of the synthesis of bioactive gibberellins, while
the third enzyme converts bioactive gibberellins and their precursors into inactive 2-hydroxylated
forms. This proves that both the increase in GA20 oxidase regulation and the suppression of GA2
oxidase significantly determine the increase in endogenous levels of bioactive gibberellins, leading to
enhanced synthesis and increased content of fiber in plant cell walls [76,82–86]. Study results reported
by Bai et al. [79] also showed that the enhanced gibberellin production promoted sucrose synthase
expression and secondary cell wall deposition. Therefore, their study proves that gibberellins in
biostimulants may modify carbon division into cellulose synthesis and the secondary cell wall by
regulating sucrose synthase expression.

Many studies have also indicated that the use of biostimulants based on free amino acids
and seaweed extracts modifies the metabolic pathway of phenolic acid synthesis, which affects
the accumulation of individual fiber fractions. This is because phenolic compounds of plant
cell walls protect cellulose fiber in the plant cell wall, preventing its chemical and biological
degradation [87]. As mentioned earlier, biostimulants affect the phenylpropanoid pathway associated
with the biosynthesis of many different products, including lignins and other related components,
being constituents of cell walls in different types of cells and tissues [88,89]. Cinnamaldehyde has been
recognized as a key enzyme in the phenylpropanoid biosynthesis pathway because it is involved in
the final stage of biosynthesis of monolignols [89,90], which are precursors of appropriate units such
as p-hydroxyphenyl units that are incorporated into the lignin polymer [91]. The issue of regulating
the biosynthesis of phenolic compounds and their effect on fiber content has been addressed in
Moghaddam’s research [92]. Based on genetic analysis, this author showed the presence of candidate
genes that can pave the way for precise bean cultivation in the future, based on the relationship between
the content of polyphenols and fiber in seeds. The main conclusion of that study was the interaction
between fiber fractions and polyphenolic compounds, which is later translated into physiological and
health benefits from consuming a food product [92].

However, the insights from many studies presented in the discussion should be summarized
appropriately. So far, these are primarily assumptions about the synthesis of individual fiber fractions
in the yield of crops treated with biostimulants. Many of our previous research, addressing the use
of various types of biostimulants in bean and soybean crops, indeed indicate that these preparations
do modify the synthesis of fiber fractions in seeds [2,5,19,93,94]. However, despite research results
and the widely presented discussion, there is still no conclusive evidence how the active substances
of biostimulants modify individual metabolic pathways in plants. Many efforts have been made to
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investigate the molecular basis of fiber synthesis and accumulation in plants. Many cDNAs have
been isolated from cotton, and some have been functionally characterized [95–99]. A large number
of recorded cotton sequence markers have been characterized at the transcription level [100,101].
However, comprehensive studies have shown that few genes are directly related to fiber yield and
quantity and that the underlying genetic mechanisms of fiber synthesis are still mostly unknown [84].

5. Conclusions

Nevertheless, despite the small amount of data about biostimulants’ mechanisms, our research
has clearly demonstrated that their application in bean cultivation had a positive effect on the yield and
structural elements of the yield of the tested plant. The type of biostimulant, number of its applications,
and its concentration modified the biometric traits and crop productivity of bean seeds. Positive
effect was noted of the double application of seaweed extracts-based product (Kelpak SL) in its higher
concentration on bean seed yield. The use of biostimulants containing natural active compounds
represents a sustainable and environmentally friendly agronomic practice.

Based on the obtained results from the three years field experiment, it was found that the tested
biostimulants changed the fiber fractions of bean seeds. This increase of NDF, ADF, ADL, CEL,
and HCEL was noted after double plant treatment with Kelpak SL (seaweed extracts-based product)
but there were no significant differences in fiber fractions content between control samples. The level
of these bioactive compounds was additionally determined by weather conditions occurring in a given
growing season. Therefore, only the analysis of the results from individual years of the experiment
showed significant differences and allowed to indicate the relationship. The ADF content in seeds was
the highest after double plant treatment with Kelpak SL. While the increased concentration of NDF
resulted from double spraying with lower concentration of this biostimulant. The increase in the ADL,
HCEL, and CEL content of bean seeds represented plant response to the double application of this
biostimulant in the higher concentration.

An opposite observation was made after application of amino acids-based product (Terra Sorb
Complex). The analysis of the average results showed significant differences between the content of
ADF, ADL, and CEL in seeds. Additionally, observations from individual growing seasons indicated
that the use of Terra Sorb Complex caused an increase in the acid-detergent fiber, neutral-detergent
fiber, lignin, and hemicellulose contents in bean seeds as an effect of double plant treatment with this
biostimulant in lower concentration. It turned out to be troublesome to indicate the dependence of the
cellulose content on the number of applications and the concentration of the biostimulant. In this case,
the results noted in 2017 and 2018 showed that the double foliar application of Terra Sorb Complex in
higher concentration, during common bean growing season caused increase in cellulose (CEL) content
in its seeds.

However, it is also important to emphasize the need to continually develop and expand knowledge
about the mechanisms of their action. The presented research results indicate not only a significant
increase in bean seed yield, but also a change in the contents of individual fiber fractions in seeds
compared to the control samples. On average, a better effect was observed when using the Kelpak
SL biostimulant. Considering the biostimulant application method, it was found that they should be
administered in the form of double spraying with solutions having a higher concentration. This study’s
results may also be a guide for food technologists and nutritionists and prove helpful in promoting
plant products containing fiber as they indicate the benefits resulting from the use of biostimulants like,
e.g., the increased contents of individual fiber fractions in seeds. This aspect is of great importance for
consumers because the implementation of this agronomic practice offers them food with an increased
nutraceutical potential.
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